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Vision & Mission statement
Learn, Grow, Succeed

E ako, E tipu, E tū!

At Reremoana School we:
-Learn to learn and learn together
-Nurture wellbeing and growth
-Aspire to succeed and make a difference



“Na te puna ko te awa. Na te awa ko te 
moana. Ka rere te moana, he ara ki te ao.”  

Reremoana Kura.
“From the spring comes the river. From the river comes the sea. 

The sea flows as a pathway to the world.” 
Reremoana School.  

Whakatauaki from Wiremu Manaia



Language of Learning
The Language of 
Learning forms the heart 
of our local curriculum 
and our values are 
woven through it.  Each 
element is broken into 
the skills to teach and 
learn and the attitudes 
and values to encourage





Consultation
Community Consultation
Our current strategic goals were developed in 2021 after community consultation throughout 2020.  Through online surveys, face to face 
meetings, whānau hui, staff meetings and student voice collection.  Our data helped us identify 3 themes - self managing learners, 
wellbeing/hauora and partnership.  We did a further community survey in 2023 to seek feedback on our goals and progress. our progress so 
This helped identify our next steps and spaces we needed to prioritize (or communicate better to our community).  While a wide and diverse 
number of views and thoughts were collected in all our consultation (reflecting our diverse community) common themes were able to be 
identified and have been used to write this plan.

Consultation with Iwi
Whiria te tangata underpins the mahi that our kāhui ako does alongside iwi. 
Alfriston Kāhui Ako has established a relationship with local iwi (Ngāti te Ata & Ngāti Tamaoho) based on reciprocity.  The building of this 
relationship has taken time and it is important for our kāhui to offer service to our iwi.  Consultation with iwi takes place at the kāhui level 
through our Ngā Manu Taiko network.  It is through this relationship that we are gaining an understanding of how they view the relationship 
between our Kāhui Ako kura and iwi specifically relating to their aspirations for ākonga.  Ngati Tamaoho also came to Reremoana School and 
presented their Education Strategic plan to teachers and board members.  Board and leadership then discussed areas of alignment and how 
the school strategic plan supports the aims of Ngati Tamaoho.
Iwi have indicated two areas they seek to have our Kāhui Ako schools focus on over the next three years. 
1.    Accurate and authentic teaching of local iwi kōrero and purakau. 
2.    Highlight success for our ākonga Māori that is broader than just academic success.  Eg: kaitiakitanga



Themes for direction 2021-2025



Strategic goal: To develop learning focused 
environments that grow engaged, 
confident and self managing learners

Strategic goal: To work in 
partnership with our 
community to improve learning 
outcomes for all akonga

Strategic goal: To build 
the knowledge and 
skills to support the 
cornerstones for 
wellbeing/hauora for 
all akonga



2024 Annual Goals
Annual goals that link to Self Managing Learners, Hauora and Partnership:

● Implement new school team and leadership structure 
● Embed and strengthen Leading by Learning PLD for all leaders 

Self Managing Learners specific annual goals:
● Strengthen sustainability model for developing akonga agency (including AFL strategies) 
● Implement Curriculum Refresh documents and support materials as finalised
● Teams will set targets to improve engagement and achievement in literacy or maths

Hauora specific annual goals:
● Review and refine our social curriculum (including PB4L and relevant parts of Language of Learning)
● Conduct biannual health community consultation and review our health curriculum

Partnership specific annual goals:
● Embed learning from school wide Niho Taniwha PLD
● Develop connections with iwi (Ngāti Tamaoho, Ngāti Te Ata, Te Akitai Waioahua)
● Extend whanau engagement across cultures/ethnic groups 
● Begin the roll out of real time reporting in Te Puna via HERO



Linking to all Strategic Goal Areas
2024 Annual Goals

● Implement new school team and leadership structure 
● Embed and strengthen Leading by Learning PLD for all leaders 

By the end of 2024 we expect to see: (evidence, data - links to strategic goal success criteria)
● Development of culture of collaboration
● Robust job descriptions for Ako and Hauora shared clarity across the staff (community have some clarity)
● School processes reviewed to ensure alignment
● Initial data collected and analysed around the impact of the structure
● New leaders have been trained in LBL
● Staff are familiar with the approach
● LBL conversations and attitudes are widespread and common place (part of school culture)



Goals and Key Actions Who Resources 
required

Success measurements
(How will we know we have been 
successful?  What data will be 
collected?  What will the data tell 
us?)

Outcomes 
(what have we achieved? What 
does the data say?)

Analysis/Evaluation
(how well did it work? did it make 
enough difference?)

Implement new school team and 
leadership structure 
-Apply a leading as inquiry 
approach to the Implementation 
hauora/ako leadership roles for 
SLT and Team Leaders
-Apply a leading as inquiry 
approach to the implementation 
of our new team structures (year 
groups, collaborative practice and 
looping)
-Engage a critical friend with the 
aim of critiquing our 
implementation with the aim of 
publishing journey 

SLT

Team 
Leaders

Mark 
Osborne

Time in leadership 
meetings & staff 
meetings

Funding for Mark

Robust job descriptions for Ako and Hauora 
shared clarity across the staff (community 
have some clarity)

School processes reviewed to ensure alignment
  
Initial data & end of year data collected and 
analysed around the impact of the structure  - 
collaborative practice matrix, walk through 
observations by SLT, teacher and student voice 
(gathered by external voice)

Inquiry process/journey captured

Development of culture of collaboration

Embed and strengthen Leading 
by Learning PLD for all leaders 
-Continue to engage with 
Evaluation Associates in early 
2024 - leaders and whole staff
-Upskill new leadership team 
members
-Ensure time is allocated to the 
practice of the skills learnt eg peer 
coaching

SLT to put 
in place 
structure
and 
leadership 
team

PLD hours

PLD budget for 
new leaders 
course

Time in 
leadership 
meetings

All leadership team have LBL training

LBL conversations and attitudes are 
widespread and common place (part of 
school culture)

Staff are familiar with the approach

Structure in place for practice and 
maintenance

End of Year Summary Next Steps



Self managing learners
Strategic goal: To develop learning focused environments that grow engaged, confident and self managing learners

● Akonga* know where they are in their learning, what they are learning and how it connects to their lives and how they can contribute 

to their learning pathway

● Learning environments support students to take risks in their learning and to feel both challenged and supported

● Students are specifically taught how to learn and supported to become more self-directed in their learning

NELP priorities: 2, 3, 4, 6

Developing self-regulation has a positive impact on student achievement: self-regulating students enjoy higher “academic achievement than 
non-self-regulating students, even when students are disadvantaged” (de Corte, 2010, p.51).’ 

Supports all aspects of Language of Learning  *Akonga (noun) student, pupil, learner

2024 Annual goals:
● Strengthen sustainability model for developing akonga agency (including AFL strategies) 
● Implement Curriculum Refresh documents and support materials as finalised
● Teams will set targets to improve engagement and achievement in literacy or maths

By the end of 2024 we expect to see: (evidence, data - links to strategic goal success criteria)
● Consistent AFL practice across the school and progress on Teacher Capability Matrix
● Draft model of akonga-directed learning constructed and used (with iterative review) 
● Teachers have further unpacked of Curriculum Refresh documentation through staff meetings and Teacher Only Days
● Teams have accelerated learning to achieve targets



Goals and Key Actions Who Resources 
required

Success measurements
(How will we know we have been 
successful?  What data will be collected?  
What will the data tell us?)

Outcomes 
(what have we achieved? What does the 
data say?)

Analysis/Evaluation
(how well did it work? did it make enough 
difference?)

Strengthen sustainability model 
for developing akonga agency 
(including AFL strategies) 
-Ako Team provide PLD, co-plan, 
observe and give feedback
-Continue to develop resource 
bank of model lessons, teaching & 
learning resources & examples
-Self management model 
designed and implemented 
through TAI in Te Moana team
-Make explicit links between 
hauora and learning-focused 
relationships

Ako team - 
PLD

TL - 
observation
s/feedback

Del & Te 
Moana

Hauora & 
Ako teams

Time for PLD, time 
for 
observations/PACs

Model lessons & 
resources

School visits around 
self-management 
models

Time with expert 
critical friend - Mark 
Osborne

Teacher capability matrix show progress and 
greater consistency of practice

Student voice data 

Model (Draft model of akonga-directed 
learning) is evident - TAI tracking/reflection

LIs come from progressions - evident that 
progressions are being used consistently

Implement Curriculum Refresh/Te 
Mataiaho documents and support 
materials as finalised
-TAI around learning through 
play/planned interactive learning
-Train all Te Puna teachers in BSLA
-Use MoE materials to unpack Te 
Mataiaho/common practice 
model
-Provide clear ‘fact sheets’ for 
community on key pedagogical 
practices (links to partnership)
-Make use of math specialist 
expertise 

Krysten & 
Te Puna

Karien & Te 
Puna TL & 
teachers

Julie & 
Marama

Leadership 
team & 
teacher

Lisa 

Learning through 
play resources

Pedagogy PLD eg 
Longworth webinars

Release time

BSLA resources

MoE resources, 
TODS

Fact sheet examples

Data collected around teacher understanding 
and shift

Clearly espoused theory of play at Reremoana 
School - shared understanding of Learning 
through Play 

All teacher successfully achieve BSLA 
micro-credential 

Draft ‘fact sheets’ for key areas completed and 
parent feedback (focus group)  soughts (play, 
collaborative practice, PB4L…)

Action plan for maths MU 2024 created and 
implement - including an maths practice and 
equipment audit

Teams will set targets to improve 
engagement and achievement in 
literacy or maths
-Each team reviews 2023 data 
and sets targets and provide an 
action plan to achieve target
-PLD as required to improve 
practice and met targets

TL and 
teams

PLD budget

Team meeting 
time 

Achievement data collected and 
analysed at team and school level

Targets achieved showing acceleration 
of learning

End of Year Summary Next Steps

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1Yu-4AgF1QHpCHvHOnRM2xjv2Gx3JeY_k_v9pD3kz3uo/edit?usp=sharing


Wellbeing/Hauora
Strategic goal: To build the knowledge and skills to support the cornerstones for wellbeing/hauora for all akonga
● Te Whare Tapa Wha* used as a foundation for a wellbeing/hauora plan for Reremoana School
● Focused teaching of wellbeing and resilience strategies and skills
● Akonga develop self awareness and regulation, a strong sense of identity and belonging. 

NELP Priorities: 1, 2, 3, 5, 6

Language of Learning links: Be respectful and Be resilient                   
(* Mason Durie’s model of wellbeing/hauora)

2024 annual goals
● Review and refine our social curriculum (including PB4L and relevant parts of Language of Learning)
● Conduct biannual health community consultation and review our health curriculum

By the end of 2024 we expect to see: (evidence, data - links to strategic goal success criteria)
● Updated PB4L framework documents eg behaviour definitions
● Hero data shows consistent application of PB4L processes
● Classroom environments, teacher planning and sharing of learning demonstrate consistency of teaching social curriculum learning
● Community consultation completed and health curriculum statement written



Goals and Key Actions Who Resources 
required

Success measurements
(How will we know we have been 
successful?  What data will be 
collected?  What will the data tell 
us?)

Outcomes 
(what have we achieved? What does 
the data say?)

Analysis/Evaluation
(how well did it work? did it make 
enough difference?)

Review and refine our social 
curriculum (including PB4L and 
relevant parts of Language of 
Learning)
-Develop school own tools for 
monitoring and assessment of 
hauora and school culture (akin to 
Wellbeing at School)

-Ensure explicit teaching of 
behaviour and culture building
-Implement PB4L initiatives such 
as the Newcomers Club

-Ensure consistent application of 
PB4L processes (including school 
reward systems)

-Engage in Mitey PLD (for 2025 roll 
out)

Hauora 
Team

Nikki/Lyn
n 

Hauora 
TLs

Hauora 
Team

Karien

Release for 
Nikki

Survey staff to gather data on PB4L 
practices and understanding 

Updated further PB4L framework 
documents eg lesson plans., hub 
matrices, and all are applied consistently

Develop tool using Te Whare Tapa Wha 
areas, and align with PB4L. 
Gather baseline data.

PB4L planning is guided by data, and 
results in a reduction of behaviour 
incidents

Classroom environments, teacher 
planning and sharing of learning 
demonstrate consistency of teaching 
social curriculum learning

Allocated time in team meetings to 
problem solve and plan

Teams establish consistent and rigorous 
reward systems that feed into a school 
wide reward system that works for all 
ages

A roll out plan for Mitey has been 
developed (sitting within PB4L)

Conduct biennial health 
community consultation and 
review our health curriculum
-Robust community consultation 
around health curriculum
-Review what is currently working 
well in explicit hauora teaching
-Produce reviewed health 
curriculum statement based on Te 
Whare Tapa Wha
Ensure continued teaching of Te 
Whare Tapa Wha

Karien

Lynn/Kar
ien/Court
ney/Nikki

Hauora 
TLs

Release for 
Courtney

Community consultation completed and 
health curriculum statement written

33 % of whānau respond to the survey 

Work with Health/PE Leader to create 
review

Te Whare Tapa Wha teaching and 
learning is evident in all spaces

End of Year Summary Next Steps



Partnership
Strategic goal: To work in partnership with our community to improve learning outcomes for all akonga

● Be active participants within our community contributing to and making use of wider community resources

● Celebrate that we are a multicultural society within a bicultural nation - Hold Te Ao Maori as fundamental, while celebrating and 

reflecting our cultural diversity within our local curriculum

● Identify and implement ways to increase connection and partnership and strengthen communication - including use of technology

NELP priorities: 2, 3, 5, 6, 7

Language of Learning links: Be collaborative

2024 annual goals
● Embed learning from school wide Niho Taniwha PLD
● Develop connections with iwi (Ngāti Tamaoho, Ngāti Te Ata, Te Akitai Waioahua)
● Extend whanau engagement across cultures/ethnic groups 
● Begin the roll out of real time reporting in Te Puna via HERO

By the end of 2024 we expect to see: (evidence, data - links to strategic goal success criteria)
● Teachers demonstrated continued progress using Arotake Whaiaro
● Connections and relationships are initiated by Reremoana School with iwi
● Hui for different ethnic group whanau have been held
● Events/learning across a range of ethnic groups have involved whanau
● Draft schedule for real time reporting developed and implement in Te Puna
● Feedback gathered around real time reporting from whānau

  



Goals and Key Actions Who Resources 
required

Success measurements
(How will we know we have been 
successful?  What data will be 
collected?  What will the data tell 
us?)

Outcomes 
(what have we achieved? What does 
the data say?)

Analysis/Evaluation
(how well did it work? did it make 
enough difference?)

Embed learning from school wide 
Niho Taniwha PLD
-TAI around the development of 
Te Reo Māori teaching 
progressions
-PLD and observations using 
Arotake Whaiaro matrix

Nikki, EA 
staff 
(Ruth, 
Renee)
Alisha, 
Shannon

Time for 
observations and 
coaching 
conversations

MoE PLD hours

Team meeting 
time

TAI progress worked through for 
development of Te Reo Māori 
progressions and teachers are engaged 
and familiar
Teachers feel confident and students 
are engaged and learning new content 
in Te Reo Māori
New teachers are brought onto the 
journey of Niho Taniwha and assess 
their practice using Arotake Whaiaro
We continue to see growth and 
progress in teacher practice through 
Arotake Whaiaro

Develop connections with iwi 
(Ngāti Tamaoho, Ngāti Te Ata, Te 
Akitai Waioahua)
-Engagement with Kahui Ako 
Manu Taiko
-Encouragement attendance at iwi 
events
-Seek connections/opportunities 
to meet with iwi 

Nikki, Julie Contacts
Koha

Strengthened relationship with 
Manurewa Marae
Nikki attends Manu Taiko hui and our 
school is more engaged in this strand of 
our KA work
We have made contact with Te Ākitai 
waiohua iwi (who gifted our name) and 
are building a relationship
 

Extend whanau engagement 
across cultures/ethnic groups 
-Different ethnic group parent 
meetings eg Chinese, Pasifika
-Work with parent groups to 
co-plan learning opportunities

Nikki, Julie, 
Karien & 
teachers

Resources for 
cultural learning 
experiences eg 
henna for diwali

Refreshments for 
meetings

Increasing attendance at parent group 
meetings
Collection of voice data from a range of 
cultures/ethnic groups
Actions taken to follow up on 
voice/questions
Cultural learning experience planned 
and delivered in partnership

Begin the roll out of real time 
reporting in Te Puna via HERO - 
creation of schedule and 
guidelines

Marama, 
TLs

Examples of 
schedules from 
other schools

Schedule/guidelines  created and 
trialled
Parents understand the information 
given and how to access it

End of Year Summary Next Steps



Team Targets 2024 (include rationale)

NB - accelerate means progress greater than expected in 1 year

Te Puna: 80% of all Year 1-3 students will be working within or beyond expectation for Reading.

Te Awa: Accelerate progress for 60% of learners sitting below expectation in Writing 

Te Moana:  To accelerate progress in Mathematics outcomes for ½ of students who sit in the below/well below space 
(18/35 students)

Attendance target: Reduce the number of students marked T by 50% by increasing communication with whānau.



Target and Key Actions 
for Te Puna 

Who Resources 
required

Success measurements
(How will we know we have been 
successful?  What data will be 
collected?  What will the data tell us?)

Outcomes 
(what have we achieved? What does 
the data say?)

Analysis/Evaluation
(how well did it work? did it make 
enough difference?)

Upskill teaching and LA 
staff through BSLA 
programme

Jasmine
Alisha
Krysten
Katja
Shannon

University of 
Canterbury 
training

Zoom 
sessions

Mentoring/ 
observations

The whole team will be trained and 
be implementing BSLA effectively 
across the team.

Provide opportunities to mentor 
training teachers and provide 
opportunities to observe good 
practice and be observed

Assessment data- Gather 
Baseline Assessment on all 
new students.
Continue to gather 
assessment in 10 week 
cycles (as required) to 
monitor progress 

Team BSLA Training 

BSLA 
Resources

Observations 
and Mentoring

Reading 
tracking graph

This will look like: 
- Useful information used to create 
Reading groups  based on needs 
across hubs
- Children  identified as working 
‘towards expectation’ after 10 weeks 
on the programme will receive Tier 2 
intervention
- Children identified as tier 2 will 
receive assessment monitoring in 10 
week cycles
- After 30 weeks on the BSLA 
programme they should be working 
at/ above expectation according to 
BSLA Expectation Table.



Target and Key Actions 
for Te Puna 

Who Resources 
required

Success measurements
(How will we know we have been 
successful?  What data will be 
collected?  What will the data tell us?)

Outcomes 
(what have we achieved? What does 
the data say?)

Analysis/Evaluation
(how well did it work? did it make 
enough difference?)

Use Reading tracking graph 
to monitor progress towards 
target of transitioning back 
onto colour wheel (by end of 
Y2 orange/ end of Y3 Gold)

Team Continued 
monitoring- 
highlight 
Target 
children

- Year 2- 80% to have transitioned to 
the colourwheel and achieved 
expectation for end of year (Orange/ 
Turq) 
- Year 3 target - 80% to have 
transitioned to the colourwheel and 
achieved expectation for end of year 
(Purple/ Gold) 
- Mid year monitoring- LSC referrals 
and whånau contact as required

Ongoing reflection and 
shifting our programme to 
suit collaborative teaching 
and include Learning 
Through Play

Team Learning 
Through 
Play PD and 
resources

Meet needs and levels of the children 
by cross grouping within the hub.

Providing Whånau clear 
information about how to 
support at home/ progress 
made in programme

Team 
SLT

Adapting 
HERO 
reporting

Whånau info 
sessions or 
videos

Create resources to share with whånau

Clear tracking with clear expectation 
outcomes

Making OTJs after 10 weeks and 30 
weeks on BSLA programme using new 
expectation tables 

Creating clear ways to report progress 
and next steps to Whånau 

End of Year Summary Next Steps



Target and Key Actions for 
Te Awa

Who Resources 
required

Success measurements
(How will we know we have been 
successful?  What data will be 
collected?  What will the data tell 
us?)

Outcomes 
(what have we achieved? What does 
the data say?)

Analysis/Evaluation
(how well did it work? did it make 
enough difference?)

Spelling - develop and 
implement a team wide, 
targeted spelling programme 
(AWS)

Teache
rs
RTLB

AWS RTLB 
PD, 
AWS kits

Pre and post testing,
Student voice 
Looking for confidence and 
fluency in writing

Handwriting - regularly 
practice handwriting skills to 
build confidence and fluency

Teache
rs

Handwriting 
PD

Writing samples
Student voice 
Looking for confidence and 
fluency in writing

Consistently across the 
team, Grouping children and 
teaching writing skills and 
literacy skills to target 
specific needs

Teache
rs

Lesson 
plans

Writing samples
Looking for confidence and 
fluency in writing, seeing 
themselves as writers

Consistently across the 
team, Celebrating writing

Teache
rs, 
parents

Hero Student voice around seeing 
ourselves as writers

Integrating writing and 
reading - ensuring reading is 
used to model and analyse 
skills (punctuation, structure, 
language features) and tied 
into writing

Teache
rs

Texts 
showing 
genre and 
type of 
writing 
being 
taught

Writing understanding will 
be stronger and more fluent 
as the children see and 
understand the SC from 
exemplars

End of Year Summary Next Steps



Target and Key Actions for 
Te Moana

Who Resources 
required

Success measurements
(How will we know we have been 
successful?  What data will be 
collected?  What will the data tell 
us?)

Outcomes 
(what have we achieved? What does 
the data say?)

Analysis/Evaluation
(how well did it work? did it make 
enough difference?)

PLD from Lisa - use Lisa’s 
expertise to develop teacher 
pedagogical knowledge of 
Culturally Responsive Maths 
approaches

Lisa Lisa’s 
resources from 
facilitation

Teachers will feel successful - 
Teacher voice 

Teachers work on developing their 
practise in the Culturally 
Responsive Maths space.  
Teaching, observing, acting on 
feedback.

Lisa
Nathana
Del

Time for 
observations

Teachers will demonstrate 
increased skills and confidence.  
Acted on feedback from 
observations

Collaboratively develop 
assessment practises and tools 
that accurately capture student 
knowledge and achievement

Team Lisa’s 
resources
Time to trial 
and refine 

Assessments developed will help 
students to demonstrate their skills 

Develop a culture of collaborative 
problem solving and learning 
community amongst students.

Teachers 
and 
students

Collect Student voice
Teacher observation 
Collect student achievement data 

To accelerate progress in Mathematics outcomes for ½ of students who sit in the below/well below space (18/35 
students)



Target and Key Actions for 
Te Moana

Who Resources 
required

Success measurements
(How will we know we have been 
successful?  What data will be 
collected?  What will the data tell 
us?)

Outcomes 
(what have we achieved? What does 
the data say?)

Analysis/Evaluation
(how well did it work? did it make 
enough difference?)

Informing whānau of what we are 
learning in Maths, and what 
students could be doing at home 
to further their learning

Te 
Moana 
teachers

End of Year Summary Next Steps

To accelerate progress in Mathematics outcomes for ½ of students who sit in the below/well below space (18/35 
students)






